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ABSTRACT

The Deep Ocean Survey Project';of the U. S. Naval Oceanographic

(Yffice is a multipurpose survey whose purpose is to obtain information
in all strategic areas to support Navy requirements, and additionally, to
contribute information beneficial to the scientific and economic community.
Oceanographic, geophysical, and acoustic data are collected from ships operating
in both the North Pacific and the North Atlantic-Oceans. Major nortions of
the North Atlantic and the Western North Pacific have been-surveyed under the
two tasks within the Project, the Marine Geophysical Survey (MGS) performed
by contractors, andthe Anti Submarine Warfare/Undersea War'are (ASW/USW
Surveys) performed by- Oceanographic Office personnel aboard. Military Sea
Transportation Service (MSTS) and charter vessels. Reports of the data are
published within ayear after completion of the surveys and the original data
are forwarded to established data repositories after analyses are completed.

Deep Ocean Surveys Divis1fi
Oceanographic Surveys Department

This report has been reviewed and is
approved for release as an unclassified'
Informal Report

C. H. CLINE
Director, Deep.Ocean Surveys Division
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DEEP OCEAN SURVEY PROJECT

j INTRODUCTION

The purpose of the Deep Ocean Survey Project is to obtain information
in all strategic areas to support all Navy weapon systems which must opekatt
in-the ocean medium. Additionally, this information will support scientific
and economic needs. In the past, oceanographic surveys obtained informatioh_
to support a specific weapon system and provide. a data 'base for small areas
of the world. Resources,wiXe not available to meet all-Navy requirements;
thus, it was a case of doing the best possible with what was available to
meet an-immediate need. The immediate short-range problems of certain Navy J
systems had to be solved before long-range goals-could be recognized, much

Lless implemented. As sophisticated weapon systems were developed, emergency
projects of limited scope were initiated to provide oceanographic information.

An analysis of requirements for oceanographic/acoustic data to support
existing Navy warfare systems, as well as systems that are planned for de-
velopment in the Immediate future and whichiwill be operational during the
next ten years, indicates the urgent need for a model of all the ocean's
essential environmental factors. The ,heavy political commitments of the

United States, military forces- throughout the -world c€lear-ly::dictate 'the -need
for-development of environmental models for all oceans. These models will
include all possible parameters, so that we can fully understand the env17
ronment -where our-Naval -forces-wil-l operate. -Although no sifigldNavy system
has requirements in itself for \the full spectrum of oceanographic data,'all

warfare systems as a group requtre the full spectrum of data being obtained

by the Project.

BACKGROUND

Fifteen years ago no AGOR (Oceanographic Research) ships were available
for research, and the AGS (Survey) ships had to be used for high priority
research. Much needed basic information could not be acquired because of

the shortage of oceanographic ships and reliable instruments. The effect
of limited-scope project surveys and the time-sharing of oceanographic
ships for both research and surveys is summarized as follows;

Navy users of oceanographic data were provided'mini-
mum dataat high cost. Several areas of the world have
been resurveyed many times during the past fifteen years,
but the total known requirement for data in these areas
still has not been met.

. Capabilities of ships and personnel were not used to maximum
potential.
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Immediate systems requirements for oceanoeiaphic data
were sometimes met but, generally, the, long range re-
quirements for oceanographic data were not.

Ships on many surveys were used for .purposes other than
oceanography.

iMost instruments supplied by projectswere hot Insi1ed,
permanently. Inadequate preventive maintenance, mfade-
quate logistic support, and short equipment 'life accom
panied this transient approach.

The expansion of Naval opqrations, globaIl and from ocean surface to
bottom, has provided the impetus for accileration of the Navy's oceanographic
program. A thorough .understandlng of and familiarization with the marine
-rnvironment has becokne essentiai to improvement of Navy sensor and weapon
system efectiveness. New approaches to surveying strategic areas of the
F'tId iave been made possible by several factors, the major ones of which

i An G (survey) -ship comntruction program.

,An -AdOR (research) -ship construction program.

Charter of ships to meet specialheedj

The advent of new documentation procedures associated with
theNavy fiva-year plan has placed the oceanographic com-
muhity in'.a' position where the requirements for oceanographic
'suppqrt of new Navy systems can 'be predicted -and-planned well
in advance.

The state 'f the art of oceanographic instrumentation is ex-
pefefcing maj6r advances. Reliable equipment is iheasi-igly
available, 'and it is becoming practical to instrument an AGS
permanently and conduct an efficient preventive maintenance
program.

The Deep Ocean Survey Project contains within it two separate survey
tasks: the Marine Geophysical Survey (MGS) Task which was performed for the
Oceanogiaphic Offdeby Private industry under contract, and the Antisub-
marine Warfare/Undersea Warfare Surveys (ASW/US0 Surveys) which is performed
by personnel of the Oceanographic Office aboard charter ships and ships
operated by the Military Sea Transportation Service. Both survey tasks use
the same techniques and rationale in their approach to the field work, al-
though the MGS concentrated on geophysical and acoustic data and represented
a transition from limited-scope project surveys to the true multi-purpose
surveys represented by the ASW/USW Surveys.
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SURVEY OBJECTIVE

The primary objective of the Deep Ocean Survey Project is to provide
the Navy comprehensive, reliable information in strategic ocean areas at
a faster rate and lower cost than has heretofore been done. Secondary
objectives are to provide a data base for the design, development, and
evaluation of new Navy ASW/USW systems and to increase Navy's ,contribution
of oceanographic information to the scientific community hnd industry.

Survey plans related to Navy objectives have been developed to "meet
forseeable naval development needs' and all known immediate' needs in a
strategic area. The surveys are designed to provide information pqrtinent
to antisubmarine, search and rescue, striking force, logistic support,
submarine, mining and mifie countermeasures, and aaphibious operations.
In addition, they will, give enough insight into the nature of ocean areas
to explain many scientific anamlies and to previde preliminary .assessment
of economic potential. Considerations of urgency require that the surveys
be reconnaissance in nature, to cover priority areas as quickly as possible.
They are, however,, systematic in nature and provide the skeletal framework
for further and more intensive investigations.

For convenience sake in planning surveys, reporting data, And ,establish-
ing discrete work units, the Northern iemisphere oceans have been blocked
into a series of "Task Areas." Each area is normally from one-hAlf to one
million square misinsz;ftyscaraslebendegatdi h
North Pacific and thirty-four in the North Atlantic. Figures 1 And 2 depict
meg Task Areas and their assigned numbers. The numbering sequence is for

conveniende dnly; -ad bha@ no relation to .ny priority system; the outlines
-themselves are only to: indicat the genezal survey- -area- -and zre not expected
to be rigidly adhered to. The plan is to. sequentiallyo survey each area with
a team of two ships, alloting from 4 to 12 months in each area. Figures 3 and
4 show progress in the Project. Using existing and planned resources, the
Project shduld cbpleie iurvieys of the 0i of the Northern Hemisphere
oceans and peripheral seas during the 1970's as well as provide some initial
coverage of Southern Hemisphere oceans.

DESCRIPTION OF THE SURVEY PROJECT

The work begins with a determination of what is known about an area;
what we need to know; and how, when, and where to obtain the required in-
formation. The approach to providing the preliminary information required
is to retrieve all available historical information pertinent to a specific
strategic area in order to have a model from which to plan the survey.

The area study will include the historical model and a survey opera-
tional plan with detailed ship movement and scientific event schedules.
The survey plan will be subdivided into a reconnaissance underway phase
and an on-station phase. Sampling density, track spacing, and station
locations will be derived from analysis of the historical model and will
be revised as required throughout the survey.
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The criteria for selection of reasurements are primarily:

• defined Navy information requirements,
4 defined data requirements of the researcher, other federal

agencies, and Industry,
. state-of-the-art equipment, and
. state-of-the-art survey technique.

The scale of coverage planned within each-task area is at the recon-
naissance level since the project is based, on the tenet that enough ships
and manpower cannot be mobilized to provide the world-wide coverage and
precise detail of data desired. Hence, a balance mustbe made between the
resources available for data acquisition, the size of the geographic area,
and the amount of detail that a particular survey can yield. When precise
detail is manddtory, detailed grid-type surveys are conducted; otherwise,
the survey hypothesis is that the ocean is divided into water-masses and
physiographic provinces that can be sampled and satisfactorily defined by
statistical techniques to provide the information needed for most operational
decisions.

Reconnaissance scale coverage in the terms of Deep Ocean Surveys means
something more than a few transit lines through an area, yet far less than
the, coverage that wouldo be proyided by a, closely spaced grid coverage. Total
track miieage throughout each large area wjuld be approximately equivalent
to- 20-30 miles line spacing. The tracks, however, are not run on a grid, but
are based on existing data in such a manner as to gain the greatest definition
of the area with the fewest number of track miles. Complete detail of the
area under study is not expected. The main goal of the survey is to define
the physiographic and oceanographic provinces of the area, to locate tile limits
of these provinces, and to point ou, those areas requiring more detailed survey
efforts to fuily define the regior.

Field operations usually are conducted by two ships per area and begin
with a preliminary survey or reconnaissance phase, utilizing underway geo-
physical, bathymetric, mid oceanographic sensors along lines at optimum
spacing as determined from the area study. Both ships independently follow
tracks through the area collecting underway data from a variety of sensors
including: magnetometer, sea surface temperature probe, subbottom-profilers,
short-pulse echo sounder and other sensors as they become available and
operationally feasible. Notable early inclusions are expected to be: gravi-
meters,, sea surface salinometers, wave recorders, and nutrient analysers.
In some areas, depending upon existing data and operational considerations
such as seasons and weather, buoyed thermistor and/or current meter arrays
Ire planted prior to beginning the underway phase. After coiiletion of the
reconnaissance survey, both ships return to port. A planning conference is
then held for the purpose of data review and validation and/or modification
of the next phase of on-station work.

Station work consists of conducting acoustic, oceanographic, geological,
biological, chemical, and radioisotopic measurements and/or sampling.
Measurements at acoustic stations -vnsist of revqrber , background noise,
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and propagation loss as a function of frequency, range, and grazing angle.
Ship-to-ship distances and water depths are determined with a precision
necessary to assure adequate control over the geometry of the acoustic
paths. Large volume water samples, bottom photographs, biological data,
cores, Nansen casts, sound velocity data, light measurements, wave data,
air-sea interface data, and meteorological data are obtained On station. •
Depending upon the emphasis necessary to complete the desired description.
of thearea, acoustic, geological, biological, and/or physical oceanographic
station work may be accomplished sequentially rather than simultaneously.
Because of the general interdependence of the data, this is seldom necessary
except for the acoustic measurements, although they too require some simul-
taneous measurements of the water column and bottom physics . Between
acoustic stations and along acoustic source ship tracks, full underway meas-
urements including acoustic pormal incidence reflectivity are taken when
the tracks are of sufficient duration to warrant streiming the equipment.

Sufficient data processing and analysis are accomplished continually
at sea to assure that quality control is maintained. All recording and,
processing of multipurpose survey data is being automated in accordance with
the state of the art. Emphasis is placed on automation of data processing
In proper format to allow rapid statistical and theoretical computations in
the analysis stage. At the conclusion of the survey effort, the Party Chief
prepares -three- -reports- ti)-- a TAD Report :to, the Oceanographic- -ff-ice sum--GUM-
marizing primarily the administrative aspects of the survey; (2) a, Field
Data Summary Sheet (FDSS), Figure 5, which summarizes for the National Ocean6-
graphic Data Center (NODC): the types and ambunt of data collected; and (3)
an Oceanographic Cruise Summary (OCS) which is an informal report briefly de-
scribing the objectives and narrative of the cruise, the collection and
analysis procedures, and -the dispositioi of the data plafted. It also
,provides preliminary analyses, particularly of significant fiidings. An
outline of the standard OCS format is shown in Figure 6. The TAD and FDSS
reports are normally.-completed-withn-a few days of the completion of the
survey; the OCS report is scheduled for completion within 3 months of the
end of the survey and should be available for distribution within 6 months.

A final Oceanographic Survey Report will be compiled for' each study area.
A minimum of two volumes are prepared, one on acoustics and the second on
oceanography and geophysics. Further breakdowns are made as necessary.
These volumes will present an analysis of all the data collected and are
the final and principal formal output from the survey group. The extent of
the analysis performed will be directly related to the manpower and time
available. Inall cases, these reports are planned for completion within
one year.

The original data and/or copies of the data collected on ,the survey are
forwarded to cognizant Navy, DOD', and national data respositories after com-
pletion of the analyses. At the present time, sub-bottom profile records
and all oceanographic data are forwarded to NODC. Bathymetric and'magnetic



records Are reiained within the recogrized repositories of the Oceanographic
Office. Core samples andior undisturbed core halves are stored in the newly
established Oceanographic Office core library. Synoptic reports of BTs,

surface weather, and other oceanographic data are forwarded, as directed, to
the appropfiate Fleet Weather Center.

The recently completed Sea of Japan survey represents an example of
the actual survey of one of the assigned tas areas. It was unique in that
it was an enclosed sea and a great deal of data already exist.d. Although
the survey began in October 1967 and was not completed until June 1968, the
two ships did not remain in the Sea during that full period. Al.ihough twelve
months of ship time are normally programmed for a task area, ei" it months of
9hip time were utilized' here.

Figure 7 depicts the physiographic provinces determined from bottom
topographic conditions known before the survey began. Over 700C miles of
underway tracks were run on the reconnaissance phase, and, as shown in
Figure,8, 19,650 miles of underway track throughout the entire survey.
Figure 9 shows the location of the oceainographic stations made. A composite
Field' Data Summary Sheet (same as Figure 2) for the entire survey is shown
in Figure 10. Four Ocean Cruise Summaries (OCS) were completed for all cruises.
The-final OceanoSraphic Surey Reports summarizing the -esults -of all data
collected will be distributed in the autumn of 1969. The amounts and types of
data collected and reports are representative of a Task Area even though this
particular area is somewhat unique.. Successive area reports will show the
results of improvements already made in data collection techniques and in-
strumentation as well a data from additional parameters added to the survey.
it is emphasized that the track and station densities shown for the Sea of
Japan are not necessarily typical. In each area the number and spacing of

tracks and stations are defined oy analysis of the historikal model. Procedures
are varied, and measurements will 'be defined and modified in response to re-
quirements- arising fromia the presurvey planning -and operational needs..

Table I outlines the overall measurement and sampling program and' some
of the applications of the Deep Ocean Survey Project. As new requirements
are generated and new instruments produced, the measurement capability of
ships assigned to the project will increase. Plans and studies for reducing
data acquisition, processing time, and cost through devclopment of new
integrated techniques and systems are a continuing effort.

SUMMARY

The Deep Ocean Survey Project provides for the collection, processing,
analysis, storage, display, and dissemination of oceanographic information
to assist the U. S. Navy 'in fulfilling its mission of controlling the strate-
gic ocean areas of the world. The general theme of the project is to conduct
multipurpose surveys to support multiple Navy needs. The hypothesis is that
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narrow scope oceanographic surveys, which were accomplished :L ,support
specific weapons, have been unresponsive to general Raval ASW/JSW require-
ments in the same strategic area. The pr]ject employs A-S ships full 'Mine:
for the purpose for which they -ere designed, 'ndmely, survey. The plan
further proposes to attempt to place data acquisition on a production hbass
at sea and to effectively utilize ships, facilities, manper, and :money.
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TABLE 1. ASW/USW MEASUREIENT PROGRAM

NAVY INSTRMM
* PROPERTY APPLICATION INSTRUMENT ACCURACY

Acoustic Fixed and mobile, short Shooting ship: + 1db
Propagation loss and long range sonar explosives and

system performance pre- towed projettdrs.
diction. Deployment of Receiving ship:
ASW systems. Future hydrophones and
sonar design. Defini- acoustic record-
tion of acoustic ing system.
domains.

Normal incidence Partial indicator of Normal incidence + 2 db
Acoustic bottom physiographic domains, bottom reflectivity
loss Prediction of potentCal system including

regional variation in towed projector.
bqttom loss at grazing
angles other than normal.'

Ambient noise Fixed and mobile, short Hydrophone array 3 db
and long range sonar and acoustic re-
system performance pre- cording system
diction. Future sonar

- design. Deployment of
SASW systems.

Reverberation Feasibility of acoustic Explosives, projec- + 3 db
detection of bottomed tors, hydrophones,
systems and vehicles, and acoustic record-
Prediction of sonar ing system.
-effectiveness. Pre-

Sdiction of signal-to-
n oise ratio. Predic-
tion of anomalous
propagation..

Sound Velocity Prediction of surface Sound velocimeter. + 0.3 meter/
duct, convergence zone, sec
and bottom bounce de-
tection probabilities.
Accuracy of echo
sounding. Optimiza-
tion of choice of
sonar and mode of
operation. Deter-
mination of acoustic
paths.
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TABLE 1. (CONT'D)

NAVY
PROPERTY APPLICATION INSTERhENT ACURC

Surface tem- Definition of oceano- Hull maunted or + O.IC
perature graphic d-mns. Dis- towed temperature

tribution of marine probe.
organisms. Environ-
mental plediction.

Temperature Sonar system effective- STD Systems. + 26C
ness. Definition of Reversing thermometers M .02C
oceanographic domains. Buoyed thermister + .1C
Environmental prediction. arrays.
Sea water density and
conductivity.

Salinity Sound velocity, density, STD Systems. + 0.02 1/*
and conductivity deter- Salinometer. + 0.01 1/.
minations. Corrosion
effects.

Chemical co.- Biological proda¢xivity.
Y-1 position: Corrosion. Sound absorp-

tion.
Dissolved 02 Gas chromatograph + 1%
Reactive phos-

1 phare Spectrophotometer + 1%
-Reactive- silicate SpcctrophotOmeer -+ -Z

PH pH meter - T .02 ph unit
FCO and total
.. alkalinity Gas chromatograph + Iz

* NitrateNdteite + 11

i Biological: Volume reverberation. Echo sounder. + 2.5 fathoms
Nekton False sonar targets,.
Plankton Biological productivity. Nets, trawls,
Ienthos Prediction of ambient dredgea, water
Bacteria uoise. Prediction of samplers, and

fouling and corrosion. cameras.
Prediction of biolu-
minescence.
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TABLE 1. (CO' NVD)

NAVY INSTU2ENT
PROPERTY APPhICATIO INSTRME ACCURACY

Subsurface Deep subergence. Buoyed current Speed
currents operations. Defini- meter arrays. + .05 knot

tion of oceanosrapbic Direction
domains- Towed so-iat - + i&'

-. I:operations. Predic-
tion of dispersion of
contaminants. Pre-
diction of scour around
bottomed .objects.

Gravity Inertial navigation Gravimeter. + 5 milligals

Total geo- Magnetic detection Magnetometer + 1 gmma
magnetic field system performance

,predictioni .Mining
and mine co-.Ate-meas-
ure operations. Def-
initionu of geophysical
-domains.

ater-.depth Sonar syste.... pedi cton Echo- =,sounder._ + 1% of
and effectiveness. total depth
Bottom reverberation.
Maritime safety. Navi-

£ and undeni ater site

determinations.

Bottom compo- Sonar system performoce Seismic profiler.
sition and prediction. Cores and dredges
structure Cable routing and site Cameras

selection for underwater
installations.
Definition of physiographic
domains.

Prediction of bottom
stability.
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TABLE 1- (CONT'D)

NAVYPROPERTY APLCAIN TRUt4TAPLCAININSTROCENT ACCURACYSediment corn- Prediction of acoustic Sediment sound + 25 ft/se.*
pressional wave propagation lossv and velocieter. -velocity bottom sound speed.
Heat ,Flow. Heat budget studies. Thermistor probe. + O.iC

Radioisjtopic: Nuclear weapon, effects. Large volume
Age and movement of water sea water sampler,
msses. Methods and plankton net tows,
location for radio- special corers,
active waste disposal. and samplers.
Definition of radio-
activity propertiesFof 

the sea.

Surface weather Synoptic forecast. Visual obseryations,and sea conditions 
standard meteoro-

logical instruments.
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OUTLINE FOR OCEANOGRAPHIC CRUISE SUMMARY

, I. PREVIOUS KNOWLEDGE OF THE REGION
(Refer to appropriate document if published separately)

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE CRUISE
(In terms of why the data are needed, not merely what
data will be collected.)

III. NARRATIVE OF THE CRUISE
(Include graphics showing tracks and working areas.
Put location map on IR cover.)

IV. METHODS OF COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS

A. Physical Oceanography
B. Chemical Oceanography
C. Geological Oceanography
D. Biological Oceanography
E. Other Observations

V. DISPOSITION OF DATA
(When and Where Available: Categorize as in IV, A-E)

VI. PRELIMINARY ANALYSES

A. Description of Significant Findings
I B. Station Summary (Table I)

C. Cross Sections (Temp., Sal., and S. V.)
D. Typical BT's
E. Bottom Sediment Sample Field Descriptions (M Sheet)
F. Investigation of Charted Doubtful Dangers to Navigation
G. Special Observations

VII. ADDITIONAL WORK NEEDED IN THE REGION

FIGURE 6 OCEAN CRUISE SUMMARY OUTLINE
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